Did you know that a rabbit’s teeth never stop growing? Chewing is a normal, natural, necessary, enjoyable activity for rabbits. Providing safe chewing options and spaying or neutering is two ways to reduce unwanted chewing of things in your home and keep your rabbit from getting bored. By providing the right options, both you and your rabbit can both be happy!

WOOD CAUTION: Always make sure the wood or other product is untreated, unpainted, undyed, unvarnished, fully dried, unglued, without nails/screws, and not sprayed with pesticides or toxins.

HAY!!!
Rabbits should always have access to unlimited hay. Great for teeth and digestion.

TREE/BUSH BRANCHES
Apple branch
Ash
Aspen
Birch
Crab apple (sparingly, fully dried)
Hawthorn
Hazel
Juniper
Maple
Pear
Poplar
Rose
Spruce
Willow

WOOD ITEMS
Dried pine cones
Woven mats
Baskets
Tunnels
Wood toys
Wicker
Wooden spoons

OTHER
Clean cardboard boxes
Paper towel rolls (without glue)
Toilet paper rolls (without glue)
Braided grass
Stuffed animal (remove anything they could choke on or swallow)
Alfalfa block/sticks (sparingly)
Round oatmeal container
Timothy Hay blocks
Woven Timothy products
Seagrass products